
Open a PDF in Photoshop



The line work of the CADD file is solid on Layer 1 while all 
white areas are transparent. The gray checkerboard is 

the background “desktop” pattern.





After flattening, rename the 
newly-created “Background” 
layer by double-clicking it. 

Here it will be named Layer 0. 
By doing this we’ll be able to 
move this layer around (note 

that “Background” was locked).



Zoom in on an area and use 
the magic wand to select within 
a boundary. This area can be 

deleted.





Copy and paste a material 
pattern into the file. 

Notice that it is added on a 
new layer.



Go to the Edit menu > 
Transform > Scale to 

resize the image.



Hold down the shift key 
while resizing to constrain 

the image proportions.



Adjust the order of 
the layers so the 

base drawing acts 
as a mask.



Adjust the image opacity to 
balance it with the 

composition.



1. Add a new 
layer.2. Select all 

(Ctrl + A) 
then fill the 

new layer with 
white in order 
to block out 

the 
checkerboard 
background.





To add color to an existing 
complex pattern, do not 
flatten the PDF; instead, 

take advantage of its 
transparency.



Add a new layer and 
position it below Layer 1, 

the layer with the line work.



Zoom in and, using the polygonal 
lasso tool, carefully select the 

perimeter of the boundary you wish 
to fill with color. Hold the shift key to 

constrain the lines to orthogonal 
coordinates.



Click the color selector in the 
lower left corner to choose a color 

to fill the selected area with.



Go to the Edit menu  > Fill to fill this 
selection with the new color.

Be sure to adjust its opacity for balance 
with the rest of the composition.

By flattening the drawing (Layer menu > Flatten Image) this area 
can be copied and pasted into another document.





Successful 
composite 

drawings use a 
combination of 
textures, colors 

and transparency 
to generate a 

layered 
appearance to 
the drawing.



Muted colors on 
architectural 
drawings are 

appropriate – fully 
saturated colors 
will distract from 
the content of the 
drawing, so this 

must be avoided.

A test plot is 
necessary to 
confirm that 

colors will print 
the way you 

intend. 

A test  plot need 
not be full-scale; 

half-scale is 
appropriate.
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